
Hello Orange Class! Here is your fortnightly newsletter full of activities to try over the next 2 weeks. 

I hope you are all still enjoying your wonderfully creative tasks this week at home and I look forward to hearing 
all about them! I too have tried to carry on being creative and this week I planted some vegetables to hopefully 

harvest in the summer. I have also begun to document all the wild flowers I see on my weekly walks. So far I 
have found forget-me-nots, ox eye daisies, welsh poppies and purple toadflax.  

Story Starter 

Hours and hours had passed, but she hadn't seen 

anyone or heard anything. She was tired of 

trudging through the never ending forest 

searching for a sign. Was she ever going to find 

the treasure? Her eyelids were getting heavy and 

the daylight had started to disappear.  

 

Can you finish 

the story? 

Spelling  

How many words can you 

make using the letters in 

the BOGGLE game? 

3 letters—1 point 
4 letters— 2 points 
5 letters—3 points 
6 letters—4 points 
7 letters—5 points 

Using your Year 2 common exception words try 
these fun ways to practise your spelling! 

Maths Problems  VCOP 

Use one of these conjunctions to 
finish the sentence below. 

 

but     because    so 

after     and     before  

 

The bear turned around... 

 

How many sentences can you 
create? 

Home Learning 

Newsletter  

Write the 

words using 

silly letters! 

Write the 

words with 

blue vowels 

and red con-

sonants! 

Rainbow 

write the 

words 2 

times each! 



Bulbs and Seeds 

What is the difference between a bulb and a seed? 

Can you identify which flowers grow from a bulb 

and which flowers grow from a seed?  

Forest School 

Our Red Mason bees are now busy at work. Over the 

last 2 weeks our Red Mason bees have begun to polli-

nate our wild flowers and they have also started us-

ing the nesting tubes for their young. The bees use 

the pollen to feed their young. The left picture below 

shows that a Red Mason bee has used mud to seal 2 

of the nesting tube to make sure all the young inside 

are safe. Can you spot them? 

To find out more use www.masonbees.co.uk 

Geography  

You have already researched and explored Australia. 

We are now going to investigate the rest of the 

world.  

Can you find and name the 7 continents on a map? 

Can you find and name the 5 oceans on a map? 

Can you use compass language (North, South, East 

and West) to describe where each continent and 

ocean is? 

 

Here is a YouTube video to help you learn the names 

of the continents off by heart! 

https://youtu.be/K6DSMZ8b3LE 




